CALIFORNIA WRITERS CLUB

Summer 2021

SACRAMENTO WRITER
CWC Sacramento Monthly Meeting via Zoom
Saturday, July 17, 2021
NOON (earlier than usual) to 1 p.m.

Staajabu: writer, poet, artist,
producer
"Caledonia's Daughters": Conjuring
Worlds.
Inspiring Hope. Envisioning Peace.

The following talking points will show us how writing can stimulate,
educate and inspire:
•

Nourishing the body and mind to be receptive to inspiration.

•

The importance of solitude and rest.

•

Finding quiet amid chaos. You don't have to go to the
mountains.

•

Relaxation techniques to enhance visualization.

•

The benefits of listening, observing, feeling, reaching.

Originally from Camden, NJ, Staajabu is a
writer, poet, producer and graphic artist. She
is best known for performing spoken word
with daughter Dr. V.S. Chochezi as
Sacramento's mother / daughter poetry team,
"Straight Out Scribes." Since 1990, they have
performed at over 500 events, self-published
eight poetry anthologies and produced 2 CDs.
Caledonia's Daughters, a small book of sci-fi
short stories by Staajabu is their newest work,
available from Amazon.
Their website is: www.straightoutscribes.com

www.SacramentoWriters.org

CWC Sacramento is a 501c3 nonprofit educational organization

First Friday Networking Meeting on Zoom
July 2, 2021, starting at 10 a.m. (one hour plus Q&A)
Sharon S. Darrow, author, publisher, entrepreneur,
kitten expert!
“Dual track writing -- plan for publication as you
go.”

Writing is easy -- publishing by yourself is like following an
overgrown, potholed jungle path in the middle of a monsoon!
• Timing is key! Start planning for publication as you write.
• What’s in a name? Research your name and potential title early so readers will find
you.
• Understand your genre -- and “a romantic semi-historical
science-fiction adventure mystery thriller” is NOT a good
description!
• Who are you writing for? You can’t market without
understanding your target.
• The writing community is your best resource -- take advantage
of it!
Sharon S. Darrow is an entrepreneur, publisher, award winning author,
public speaker, and an expert on neonatal orphan kittens. She has
written five non-fiction books. From Hindsight to Insight, A Traditional
to Metaphysical Memoir and Tom Flynn, Medium and Healer are
inspirational. Bottlekatz, A Complete Care Guide for Orphan Kittens
and Faces of Rescue, Cats, Kittens and Great Danes are about animal
rescue. Navigating the Publishing Maze, Self-Publishing 101 is a
training manual. She also writes historical fiction. She Survives, Strive
and Protect, and Desperate Choices are the first three of a four-book
series inspired by her maternal grandmother.
Sharon is thrilled to be an active part of the Sacramento area writing
community. She’s V.P. of NCPA (Northern California Publishers &
Authors), has served as the President, and is also Director of their
Annual Book Awards Competition.
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Message from Our
President,
Kimberly A. Edwards
CWC Sacramento President

Keep Your Characters
Nearby!

Recently I was reminded that improving one’s writing is a process, not an appointment. Taking our writing to the
next level requires time and practice. It’s not like getting a shot, a face filler, or a paint job. So many times when
we hear, “This needs work,” we feel the need to scurry back to our beloved baby to make changes immediately.
Often these are not the changes that will improve the story significantly. In my opinion, structure, scene, and
pacing are among the needed ingredients to deliver a story meaningful to readers.
But what motivates us to return to a story again and again without tearing out our hair? For me it’s a character –
person, animal, or narrator. Trying to portray a memorable character from different angles gets me to the
computer every time. What’s the predicament? How does he/she react to challenges as shown by action, dialogue,
setting?
I have a list of characters waiting to hitch a ride in a story -- potentially interesting characters that may someday
end up in a personal narrative or fiction. I hope you’ll keep a list, too.
The cook at the back of the houseboat in Kerala in Southern India. Told me the ingredients in his cashew cabbage
salad from his mother. Wrote out his address – I doubt he ever went to school. I took a picture of his scrawling
handwriting, to keep as a beloved memory. What were his bad points that might come out when tested?
A man living near me who died recently. He was known as arrogant and a bully. Yet later I found out he was very
generous and had many talents. How could an obnoxious man be tested so that his generosity comes out?
A former co-worker who dressed to kill every day over two decades and drove a Mercedes, but who looked at a
catalogue of window coverings, and expressed concern that they were too expensive.
The cranky bus driver in Singapore who didn’t want to stop for a restroom break. He mocked Americans always
needing a restroom when I asked to stop. In the end, he stopped, after giving me a scare. When Frank hopped off
to visit the restroom, the driver didn’t care that I was afraid he’d take off and leave Frank behind.
The girl whose college dorm room was just above mine. She would get home every night just as I was going to
sleep. Her clogs pounded the ceiling. She was a girl with lots of friends, but did not believe she should remove her
shoes when she arrived home during quiet time.
The man in Malaga who almost rented me a condo, greeting me warmly as “Sonia La Italiana.” He looked like a
cross between Frank Sinatra and Michael Larsen, the San Francisco agent. Thank goodness he discovered that I
was not Sonia, as I didn’t like the dark condo she had reserved. The actual one we rented was light and airy. The
same man carried our luggage up, though we weren’t his clients.
The man in Holbox who arrived late the morning I was leaving, too late for me to make purchases from him. I had
hung out at his place daily. When he opened late and we, with our bags packed, had a ride to catch, I was
overcome with grief. What about him made me feel so tied to him?
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NEW MEMBERS
Rebecca Inch Partridge joins us from Auburn, and is interested in sci-fi and mystery. She
is a past monthly speaker on the topic of speculative fiction.
Roberta Ward from El Dorado Hills likes memoir and poetry.
Barbara Smith, who lives in Carmichael is a former motorsports reporter. She also writes
comedy and features.

MEMBER NEWS
On June 23rd at 6 p.m., Andrew Laufer was one of four
storytellers chosen to speak at Stories in Living Color, a
program sponsored by the Storytellers Association of
California. It is meant to promote understanding and compassion
between and among diverse groups of people by continuing conversations
around race relations. Andy’s story, “Graduation Day” was taken from his
recently published book Papa Laufer's Stories: Positive reflections of life
in America.
Jenifer Rowe was notified that she is a finalist in the category: First
Novel (70 – 90,000 words) 2021 Next Generation Indie Book Awards for
her book, Unexpected Findings.
Bill Pieper announced a Sacramento Poetry Alliance in-person open reading along with poet
Julie Woodside in the Land Park area on the evening of June 26. The ten stories in his book
Borders and Boundaries not only touch on familiar western themes like gold mining, wildfires,
train hopping, claim jumping, Jeeps, horses and running from the law, but also on themes of
the moment, like computer hacking, opioids, Me Too sexual harassment and college
admissions fraud. Both the paperback and the ebook can be found on Amazon.
Kimberly Edwards, our CWC Sacramento President has a
book release in July. Kim's book, Sacramento Motorcycling a
Capital City Tradition (History Press, July, 2021), will be
featured July 17, 2-4 pm, at the California Automobile Museum,
2200 Front Street, Sacramento. She will speak on "Sacramento
Motorcycling: Early Pioneers." Vintage bikes and experts will be
on hand. All book proceeds at this event will go to the auto
museum.
Michael Brandt, Gini Grossenbacher, Kathy Marshall,
Dorothy Rice, Amy Rogers, Jenifer Rowe, and Cheryl Stapp will be featured speakers at
the Elk Grove Writers’ Conference on October 9.
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MORE MEMBER NEWS
Dale E. Manolakas is excited to announce the release of a new legal thriller. A free audiobook
narrated by the author can be found on YouTube. (Google the book title and Dale Manolakas.)
Hollywood on Trial: A Legal Thriller 4.8 Stars
Sexual currency, extortion, and murder—the hidden life behind Hollywood cameras. Josh Stein,
the industry’s top entertainment lawyer, represents star power—the price for ingénues is sex.
After his special ingénue dies on a stormy set, he replaces her with Kaitlin O’Keefe, a sultry
gray-eyed, red head. On set, off set, and on location shoots, the famous director Nick Claren
vies for Kaitlin’s favors. She pits man against man as she willingly and unwillingly does what it
takes to fight her way into the inner circle. After Kaitlin goes one step too far, a murder trial of
the century shocks the world.
Hey Ya'll & Happy Summer! From TV producer Chris Hennessy:
My journey began with an aggressive-prostate cancer diagnosis, June 2, 2009. By June 2020,
the cancer and DVT blood clots spread into my lungs. All those life-altering cancer treatments
had not done anything but damage. A Facebook friend encouraged me to see a holistic cancer
specialist. Holistic is a simple theory. When you’re trying to eradicate cancer - remove the
poison.
After an award-winning season 1, Hennessy has completed his Yolo YoYo’s TV show season
2, with 12 solid episodes and hundreds of hours of TV production. “There was tons of pressure
organizing everything and shooting during Covid. But, there was abundant innovative energy
spewing out of me like Old Faithful, fueling each episode.” Yolo YoYo’s finale episode, “The
Stage: Following our Wildest Dreams”, was filmed at the historic Woodland Opera House. The
11-minute program features the Yolo YoYo’s and their mission to bring live entertainment back
to the lonely, historic stage - which hadn’t been performed upon for a very long time. “We had
to take a stance. For without dance & romance, humankind doesn’t stand a chance.”
The show airs on Sacramento Channel 18 & Davis TV-15 several times during the week of
June 28, 2021, and then on Yolo YoYo’s Facebook and Youtube Thursday July 1, 2021.
Chris’ cancer has remained static (not
grown) for the first time since his cancer
diagnosis. He gives much credit to the
holistic treatments and keeping busy doing
what he loves doing - creating! It’s still a
long shot. Chances of living 5 years after
being diagnosed with prostate cancer in
the lungs is small (30%). Either way, Chris
says he is not afraid. “I’m living life as
usual, surrounded by loving family, and
accomplishing my dreams!”
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
DON’T FORGET TO RENEW YOUR
MEMBERSHIP. It’s a new FY (fiscal year).
From Jenifer Rowe, our VP of Membership:
Many thanks to members who have already
renewed for the 2021-2022 membership year. Let's
make this the smoothest renewal period ever!
Send a check for $45 to P.O. Box 1231, Orangevale
95662 or renew online at our website:
www.cwcsacramentowriters.org
OPEN READING SIGN-UPS FOR JULY 15
The next OPEN READING (any genre) is taking sign-ups for a Zoom event on
July 15th at 7:00 pm. Each writer is allotted five-six minutes to read their
work. Moderated feedback occurs after the readings. (This is not a critique
group.) Using this format, we’ve had a stimulating evening with an
intermission in the hour and a half program. We also take readers for the
Stand-By list. Anyone on the list who does not read will be up for the next
open reading. Our events are attracting people who want to listen as well.
Sign-up to read or listen at 2johnpatterson@gmail.com
John Patterson, Open Readings Coordinator
UPCOMING PROGRAMS (via Zoom):
First Friday, August 6, 10 a.m.: Vivian Gibson, author of The Lost Children
of Mill Creek
Saturday Monthly, August 21, 1 p.m.: Erika Mailman
First Friday, September 3, 10 a.m.: Leslie and Jessilyn Gale, “The Mindful
Muse”
Saturday Monthly, September 18, 1 p.m.: C.S. Lakin – novels, scenes
ELK GROVE GREAT READ BOOK FAIRE
Short Story Contest – Book Fair – Writers’ Conference – Children’s Hour
October 9, 2021, 10 a.m. – 4 p.m., 8230 Civic Center Drive, Elk Grove 95757
Conference registration: egweg.org
Contest, author / book vendor booths: elkgrovecity.org/bookfaire
Contest entry deadline August 1; story must include reference to Elk Grove
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
From our upcoming September 18 speaker, C.S. Lakin:
We've all been taught there are only 5 senses, but that's not
true! There are more than 20! This is week 4 in my online
course “8 Weeks to Writing the Commercially Successful
Novel”, and the focus is sensory detail.
We not only experience what is outside us (smells, sounds,
humidity, etc.), we also sense everything that affects our
bodies--on the surface, such as pressure and temperature,
and internally, such as tension in our muscles or our organs
trying to get our attention (pain, hunger, etc.). As writers, we
can learn how to reveal characters' moods and state of mind by careful word choice and
choice of sensory detail. If you focus on the purpose of the scene, what you need to get
across to your reader, consider how to use these sensory details to mirror your character's
mood and mind-set and build to that high moment at the end of the scene.
In September, I'll be offering this course that goes deep into what takes a novel from good
to great. Do you want to learn how to write a commercially successful novel that readers will
love? Keep posted for the door to open in August.
I'm also going to be offering a 10-week master class on the 10 key scenes of a commercially
successful novel, but those who take my 8-week course will have first dibs. Both courses
have an optional critique group component, and writers are finding this hybrid master class/
critique group the best way to apply the many essential components to novel success in real
time.
I hope you are making time to write, and if
you need help with plotting or taking your
writing to a professional level, hire me. Get a
scene outline critique or a critique of your
opening chapters. Before you get too far,
make sure your story is solid. Nothing worse
than wasting months of time trying to write a
story that is held together by tenuous threads.
Here's to great writing!
~ C. S. Lakin
http://www.livewritethrive.com
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Poetry Corner
Patriotic Songs
By Marcia Ehinger

Poetry
Corner

July 4 will be the 245th anniversary of the adoption of the
Declaration of Independence from Great Britain by the
American colonies. People had called themselves patriots
for two hundred years prior to 1776, referring to their love
or devotion for the country where they lived, or their
native land where they were born. However, the word
“patriotism” wasn’t coined until 1716. Our patriotic songs
often started as poems, and music was added later.

“The Star-Spangled Banner” is the national anthem of the
United States. The lyrics come from the “Defence of Fort
M’Henry” a poem written in 1814 by white American
lawyer Francis Scott Key, who had witnessed the bombardment of Fort McHenry by British
Royal Navy ships in Baltimore Harbor during the War of 1812. Key was inspired by the sight of
a large U.S. flag waving triumphantly above the fort. This flag, with 15 stars and stripes, was
made by Mary Young Pickersgill and others in her Baltimore home.
Many people remember most of the words to the first stanza about the morning after the fight.
Key was an abolitionist, and the third and fourth stanzas make references to slavery. Years
later, indignant about the start of the Civil War, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr., added a fifth verse
in 1861, which appeared in songbooks of that time. He
was also against slavery, and one line said, “By the
millions unchained, who our birthright have
gained…” (The 1860 U.S. census had counted 4 million
enslaved people in the South.)
The Star-Spangled Banner (first stanza)
O say can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last
gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the
perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly
streaming?
And the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still
there;
O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
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The poem was set to the tune of a popular British song
written by John Stafford Smith for a men’s social club in
London. This setting was renamed “The Star-Spangled
Banner” and became a popular American patriotic song, even
though it is difficult to sing. In 1968, rising Puerto Rican
American musician Jose Feliciano was asked to sing the
anthem before the fifth game of the World Series. His unique
rendition made him infamous to those who resist change, but
opened the song to other interpretations, such as Jimi
Hendrix’ stellar electric guitar performance at Woodstock.
“Lift Every Voice and Sing” was
written as a poem by African
American writer and activist
James Weldon Johnson to
honor Booker T. Washington. It
Jose Feliciano
was read to him by 500 school
children during a celebration of
President Lincoln’s birthday in 1900.
The poem was later set to music by the author’s brother John
Rosamond Johnson (with whom he collaborated on many show
tunes), and adopted later by the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) as its official song. It
is one of the most cherished songs of the Civil Rights
Movement and often referred to as the Black National Anthem.
Those who know the song may not be familiar with the second
and third verses, which have strong images of slavery and
emancipation.
Lift Every Voice and Sing (second stanza)

Jimi Hendrix

Stony the road we trod.
Bitter the chastening rod
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died.
Yet with a steady beat
Have not our weary feet
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed?
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered.
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered.
Out from the gloomy past
Till now we stand at last
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast.
“America the Beautiful” was written in 1893 by (white American) English professor Katharine
Lee Bates, after she traveled by train from Wellesley College to start a new job in Colorado
Springs. On the way she saw the gleaming white buildings of the World’s Columbian
Exposition in Chicago, the wheat fields of Kansas, and the majestic view of the Great Plains
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from Pike’s Peak. In fact, she originally titled her poem “Pike’s Peak”. It was published two
years later in the July 4 edition of The Congregationalist as “America”. Several melodies were
tried with the lyrics, but music written in 1882 by Samuel A. Ward, organist and choir director
at Grace Church in Newark, was paired with it in 1910, and published as “America the
Beautiful”. Ward died in 1903 and never knew how popular the song had become, both in
church and secular songbooks.
America the Beautiful (1911 version, 2 verses and refrain)
O beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain…
O beautiful for patriot dream
That sees beyond the years
Thine alabaster cities gleam
Undimmed by human tears!
America! America!
God shed His grace on thee
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!
Ray Charles (stage name of Ray Charles Robinson, African American singer-songwriter, and a
creator of the soul music genre) made this song his own. “America the Beautiful” nearly
became our national anthem. However, “The Star-Spangled Banner” was recognized for official
use by the U.S. Navy in 1889 and by President Woodrow Wilson in 1916. A Congressional
resolution in 1931 was signed by President Herbert Hoover.

Woody Guthrie
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Two other well-known patriotic songs were
written by white American folk singers.
Woodrow Wilson (Woody) Guthrie wrote his
most famous song “This Land is Your Land” in
1940, as a response to what he felt was the
overplaying of Irving Berlin’s “God Bless
America” on the radio. He adapted the melody
from an old gospel song. Peter (Pete) Seeger
was also heard on the radio in the 1940s. In
the 1950s, as a member of the Weavers, he
topped the charts, until the Weavers were
blacklisted during the McCarthy Era. In the
1960s, Seeger became prominent with protest
music, including workers’ rights songs. His
best-known songs from that period include “If I
Had a Hammer” co-written with Lee Hays of
the Weavers. The song features images of bluecollar workers (hammers and bells, to suggest

factories) as a rallying call for justice and equality.
This Land is Your Land (first two verses)
This land is your land and this land is my land
From California to the New York island
From the redwood forest to the Gulf Stream waters
This land was made for you and me
As I went walking that ribbon of highway
I saw above me that endless skyway
Saw below me that golden valley
This land was made for you and me
If I Had a Hammer (last verse)
I got a hammer
And I've got a bell
And I've got a song to sing
All over this land
It's the hammer of justice
It's the bell of freedom
It's the song about love between
My brothers and my sisters
All over this land

Pete Seeger

Trinidad López III (AKA Trini Lopez) was a LatinX American singer, guitarist, and actor from
Dallas, TX. His first album included a cover version of "If I Had a Hammer", which earned him
a Golden Disc. He also designed two guitars for Gibson Guitars, which are now collectors’
items.
What other patriotic songs do you know, and what do you know about them?

Writer Reentry
by Linda Champion
Like a lot of my fellow CWC members, I was hiding out during the pandemic, avoiding all
human contact except for my dear, very patient husband. I ordered groceries on-line, to be
dropped off on my front porch and then spent hours carefully washing, wiping, sorting, and
placing all of my goods on shelves, counters, in the freezer, refrigerator, and wherever else I
found a bit of storage space. I prepared ALL of the meals, even resorting to making my bread
from scratch! Yes, I really made the bread. Ask Ken.
Well, I have survived! After getting my second Covid-19 vaccine, and waiting the necessary
two weeks for final effectiveness, I find myself now approaching the beginning of, do I dare to
say, normalcy? Additionally, doctors and scientists on my favorite news channel are telling
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me that even if the virus still infects me, I will
not die. Relief, hope, and a giddy kind of joy
have permeated my senses.
To my fellow CWC’ers, I have to admit that I
didn’t do any serious writing during the entire
pandemic. A fatalistic point of view had gripped
me during this time, preventing me from
experiencing my usual flow of creative juices.
Ken, in contrast, was writing and even
managed to complete his first book of poetry
during the pandemic. I helped with the editing
of his book. Does this count?
However, last Sunday, on June 6th, I made a
conscious effort to reenter the world as I once
knew it. The Nevada City Chamber of Commerce had sent me an e-mail inviting my husband and me to
participate in the Nevada City Village Market Day. It was to be an outdoor affair with a variety of
vendors offering their wares to the people of the town. Since my husband and I are known to dress up
in our, frankly, fabulous costumes and to provide festive musical bits on harmonica and chimes, along
with our offering of books, we would be very welcome to join the merry group.
Ken announced, “We’re going!”
Linda: “Really? Mingling with real people?”
Ken: “Yes!”
The packing for the Nevada City event began.
On the way, I wondered if anyone would show up for the fair. I had sent back the application, along
with the required booth fee, to the event organizer, but there had been no confirmation that the fair
was on.
We went forward, having exhausted ourselves packing up the car with the tent, tables, chairs, banners,
tablecloth, fairy dolls, and a ton of books. Would there be a fair with in-person people at the end of our
road? I wondered.
All of my doubts were dispelled when we arrived in Nevada City, met by a fair representative at our
assigned booth space. Other vendors quickly arrived. It was quite evident that the fair was going to
happen!
People of all varieties began to arrive--single ladies, single men,
couples, families, assorted groups of people—all kinds of people!
To my delight, the people I met that day were all very
enthusiastic about coming to the fair. They were downright
jubilant! And, they bought our books!
I know that we are not totally done with the pandemic but I feel
the beginning of normalcy is upon us. At last, I feel the creative
urge to write!
To all CWC members, I encourage you to do the same. Begin
your own writer reentry
Linda & Ken Champion
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CWC Sacramento Monthly Zoom Meeting
June 19, 2021
Writing Queer SFF (Science Fiction and Fantasy)
By J. Scott Coatsworth (edited by Marcia Ehinger)
This is the hand-out for a seminar I gave for the CWC on writing queer characters and SFF. My contact info is at
the end of this file – please feel free to get in touch if you have any questions!
[Please go to the CWC Sacramento website: cwcsacramentowriters.org for complete handouts. This presentation
was recorded and is available via the website archive for one month.]
About Scott:
Scott lives with his husband Mark in a yellow bungalow in Sacramento. He was indoctrinated into fantasy and sci
fi by his mother at the tender age of nine. He devoured her library, but as he grew up, he wondered where all the
people like him were. He decided that if there weren’t queer characters in his favorite genres, he would remake
them to his own ends.
A Rainbow Award winning author, he runs Queer Sci Fi, QueeRomance Ink, and Other Worlds Ink with Mark,
sites that celebrate fiction reflecting queer reality, and is a full member of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers
of America (SFWA).
Writing LGBTQ+ Characters without Appropriating Queer Culture
We all write characters who are not like us. We write other genders, other races, people of other cultures. In sci fi
and fantasy, we write aliens and elves without blinking. So why is writing LGBTQ+ characters so scary?
Yes, It’s Scary
Don’t get me wrong. It’s scary for me too. I have gay characters down cold—personal experience and all that.
And I’ve written lesbian characters for years. But writing trans, bi, non-binary and the rest? It used to scare the
crap out of me.
Go Diverse, But Don’t Make Identity the Struggle
Then I got some great advice at a con. If you’re not x identity, don’t write a story about a character dealing with
issues springing from that identity. This isn’t to say that a cisgender writer can never write about the struggles of
someone transgender as they transition, nor does it mean that a straight author can’t write convincingly about a
gay character’s coming out process. It just means that it will
be a lot harder for those writers to get it “right” than for
someone of that identity to do so.
So especially when you’re just starting out, add a
character (or two or three) outside your normal comfort
zone to your WIP. Make them gay, or non-binary, or
sapiosexual (see the identity list at the end) but don’t make
that their struggle. Have them battle the invading aliens, or
set off on a quest, or square off against the IRS. Make their
LGBTQ+ identity important but not the thing they’re
struggling with.
But what about all those pitfalls you’ve heard about? I’ve
got your back.
Don’t Fall into These Negative Tropes and Pitfalls
There are a bunch of ways you can offend your LGBTQ+
readers, but luckily you have me here to help you avoid
them. In no particular order:
Bury Your Gays: Hollywood in particular has a long and
sordid history of killing off queer characters, but publishing
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hasn’t been immune to it either. Early stories about gays and lesbians often ended up with them committing suicide
from the sheer despair of being… well… gay. This is not to say you can never kill off a queer character in one of your
books. Just give it due consideration, and make sure you’re not killing off the only queer character in your story.
Othering Your Queer Character: Another common negative trope is making the queer character an alien. “See,
they’re non-binary BECAUSE they’re aliens!” Yes, they may be, but again, if your only LGBTQ+ character is a
demon, you might ruffle reader feathers.
The Gay Best Friend: We don’t see this one so often anymore, but for years, it was the only way we got a queer
character. Often, they were over-the-top gay, and never got any real action (plot or sex). Give your queer
characters agency in your story. Don’t just make them props.
The United Colors of Benneton: Remember those old Benneton ads? A child in every color! Many authors go
overboard when striving for diversity, and end up writing stories that come off as diversity checklists. It’s often
better to choose one or two queer character identities, especially at first. Less can be more.
The Promiscuous Bi Character: This is a common rookie mistake when writing bi characters. Show they’re bi by
having them sleep with both men and women in your story. This is a lazy way to go about it, and implies that bi
folks are promiscuous. There are more subtle ways to go about it, including who they notice and how they interact
with both men and women in your story. A bi character can be in a long-term relationship with a man (or a woman)
and still be bi.
Deadnaming: If you’re not familiar with this one, it’s when you intentionally call a transgender person by their
birth name. It implies that their gender isn’t real, and is one of the worst insults you can deliver to a trans person.
If you use this in a story, be aware of the negative power it has.
It’s Not “Transgenders”: Transgender is an adjective. The proper term is transgender woman/man or trans
woman/man. You may also hear FTM or MTF – Female to Male or Male to Female.
It’s Not “Homosexual”: Technically, yes, I’m a homosexual. But the word has a long history, and a very negative
connotation. Use “gay” instead.
It’s Not “Hermaphrodite”: Again, a very clinical word for a human being. The preferred term these days is
“intersex” person.
Not a Choice or a Lifestyle: A couple more negative buzzwords. I didn’t choose to be gay. A trans man didn’t
choose to be transgender. Yes, some characters in your story might use this framing intentionally to hurt a queer
character, but be aware of the implications if you use this approach.
How Can I Avoid These And Other Pitfalls?
I’m a big fan of writers stretching themselves and writing outside both their own experience and their comfort zone.
But when you go out on a limb, sometimes someone saws it off.
Your best defense is to work with someone who knows the community/culture/identity you’re writing about
better than you do. In general, readers who help improve a story before it’s published are called “beta
readers” (some folks have “alpha readers” too, who read parts of a story earlier in the writing/editing process). If
we’re employing a beta reader specifically to help us navigate a particular character’s cultural, sexual, or gender
identity, etc., we call them “sensitivity readers.”
Think of them like a canary in the coal mine who can warn you before you make a fatal choice.
In The Rising Tide, I wrote my first deaf character, so I found some folks in the deaf community to help me get
the details right. In “Wonderland,” it was a character with OCD, so I found both patients and therapists who dealt
with obsessive-compulsive disorder.
A sensitivity reader can flag questionable things about your character and the way you wrote them, helping you
correct them before your story reaches the general public.
How do you find them? I usually ask in one of the FB groups I’m a part of. Here are a few you can try for
LGBTQ+ character identities:
QueeRomance Ink: https://www.facebook.com/groups/queeromanceink/
QueerSciFi Writer’s Workshop: https://www.facebook.com/groups/qsfwritersworkshop/
LGBTQ+ Writers and Readers: https://www.facebook.com/groups/7108729185/
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Be specific with your beta readers – what kind of help are you looking for? Do you want line by line feedback or
a general summary of their opinions/findings? The clearer you are about what you’re looking for, the better the
feedback will likely be.
I also recommend having 3-4 sensitivity readers, if possible. There are many different ways to be gay, or
intersex, or transgender, etc., and a wider field will help you present a more rounded character and avoid putting
your foot in it.
Writing Sci-Fi and Fantasy
I’ve been reading sci-fi and fantasy since about age nine. In third grade, I was reading at a twelfth-grade level,
and finished the Lord of the Rings by fourth grade.
Fantasy and sci-fi fall under the umbrella of speculative fiction – literally fiction that speculates on what
might be. Some of the best sci-fi, in particular, takes what we know about today and extrapolates it forward in
an interesting and compelling way.
But as with writing queer identities, there are a number of pitfalls you should probably avoid when writing
your spec fic masterpiece.
TVTropes.org has a massive list of overused sci-fi tropes:
https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Website/OverusedSciFiPlotDevices
While HobbyLark.com has a nice list of some common, overused fantasy ones:
https://hobbylark.com/writing/cliches-to-avoid-in-your-fantasy-novel
Tropes are not inherently bad. Think of them as the basic building blocks used to construct a plot. And don’t
despair when reading these lists. Instead, spend a little time thinking how you might write a story that subverts
the trope.
If you’re writing a story about a sword in the stone, what if the stone were the most important part, and
stupid Boy Arthur isn’t smart enough to see it, but Girl Adelaide can?
Or how about a story about a massive conspiracy that everyone’s in on, and the secret is how to not be a
part of it?
Subverting tropes can give you power as a writer, a way to make your story stand out from the 50,000 runof-the-mill books that tell the same story in basically the same way.
Look at The Mists of Avalon. Yes, the author and her husband did some despicable things. But the story was
genius – a retelling of the Arthurian legends where the women were the heroes.
Find a trope you like and turn it inside out.
Self-Publishing Tips and Tricks
These are covered in the handout “Being Your Own Writer Boss” [see archive]
OWI’s Little Black Book
Mark and I do blog tours and book marketing, and have prepared some tips and tricks and a great glossary of
terms and list of LGBTQ+ identities in our Little Black Book. [archive]
LGBTQ+ Publishers

[See complete handout on CWC website, archive]

Contact Me
Have any questions about my presentation or the info in this file? Reach out to me:
J. Scott Coatsworth
scott@jscottcoatsworth.com
Website: https://www.jscottcoatsworth.com
FB messenger: https://www.facebook.com/jscottcoatsworth
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June 4, 2021, First Friday
Zoom Meeting with Kathy
Boyd Fellure
Getting the Most Out of an
Interview!
by Linda Champion
Have you ever wondered what was the difference
between a mediocre interview and one that electrifies
the audience? Kathy Boyd Fellure, speaker for the CWC
Sacramento First Friday Networking Meeting on June
4th , showed us the way. As a published author of a
series of four children’s books and a novel trilogy, plus
the former host, producer and director of the TSPN TV
Show “Authors, Writers, Books & Beyond,” Kathy was
well equipped for the task.
She provided an ample supply of tips for both the interviewer and the person being
interviewed, giving us a full picture of the successful interview process. What makes my
review of this talk even more enlightening is that my husband, Ken, and I are among the
many writers Kathy has interviewed through the years.
Here are some specifics she included in her presentation:
Research and Prepare for the interview!
Kathy advised that the person being interviewed should ask of the interviewer what questions
are being asked, which ones should be added, and which ones left off. She added that the
print and any online links should be known by the interviewee, as well as the date and other
contact information regarding the book/s discussed.
She added that all parties of the interview should dress appropriately, avoiding white, beige or
fluorescent colors, especially when doing a TV show. For our interview, Ken and I dressed in
our fairy tale costumes. I write fairy tales, so our clothing worked well for our interview. Of
course, whatever is chosen to wear, Kathy said to go for comfort! You don’t want to be
fidgeting during the interview!
For the ladies, a bit heavier use of makeup was recommended, but to avoid overdoing it!
Hairstyles were advised to represent the image you desire to project. Like Ken, I wore a hat
during my interview. Kathy noted that bald heads can reflect stage lightening and shine like a
moon. In this case, wear a hat?
Props were suggested to add interest to the interview. In our case, Ken and I brought our
books, fairy dolls, and a magic wand.
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The Art of the Interview From Both Sides of the Mic
Kathy advised the interviewer to magnify the content to focus on the exceptional attributes of
the person or people being interviewed. With Ken and me, she emphasized that Ken and I
were a husband-and -wife team who were both authors and musicians, offering the telling of
original fairy tales while dressed in costume.
Other advice about interviewing included the importance of listening by the interviewer of the
person being interviewed.
Yes and no answers were to be avoided. Delving into background, seeking open-ended
explanatory answers was to be encouraged. Also, Kathy said to be prepared to go off script.
She told us that some of her best interviews went way off script, especially the interview of
the U.S. Coast Guard, Lake Tahoe.
In addition, Kathy emphasized telling the truth by all participants, refraining from
exaggeration of facts. She talked about the importance of building trust and a rapport with the
speaker. Putting the interviewed on the spot was to be avoided. Kathy told us that the
interviewer and interviewee should be honorable. Slandering or attacking others was to be
avoided.
Lastly, Kathy told us to end the interview on a positive note.
Our one-hour interview consisted of four twelve-minute segments with four three-minute
breaks, including musical (horn) intervals. A round table discussion promoting book sales and
possible future appearances completed the interview.
Interviews, especially good ones, can lead to many more opportunities for writers to be heard.
and appreciated. Ken and I are still reaping benefits from the interview we did with Kathy
over five years ago. Thank you, Kathy!

Kathy Boyd Fellure
Children’s Author
Blake Sisters Lake Tahoe Stories
kathyfellure2@juno.com
http//www.KathyBoydFellure.com
Instagram: KathBoydFellure (Kath, not Kathy)
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Sacramento Suburban Writers Second Monday Monthly Meeting
Monday, June 14, 2021, 7 – 9 p.m. via Zoom
“Using an Author Newsletter”
with bestselling author Gail Carriger
By Marcia Ehinger
Much published, bestselling author Gail Carriger says that if
you are not using an author newsletter, you’re missing out
on one of the most powerful marketing tools that is available
to you. Newsletters are easy to get started and easy to
maintain. They build your credibility, give your fans
something to connect to, and they give you a platform on
which to stay relevant and fresh. Most importantly, this is
one of the top ways in which you can encourage your readers
to buy and read your books.
During the introduction, Gail noted that her first book took
the library world by storm. It was difficult to categorize, with
Victoriana, vampires, humor, and more. Teens and adults
talked about it and filled the library waiting lists. With the
release of her second book, the traditional publishing world
took notice, and re-released her first book, which then
received accolades. By then, Gail had figured out her brand
and had a plan in place, and the rest is history…
Gail analyzed data during her career as an academic and has
put that experience to good use for analyzing her writing.
She now has a website and blog that draw about 10,000 visitors per month. Her newsletter has 13,000
subscribers, with a 50-60% “open rate” (industry standard about 26%). She has published over 30
books, mostly fiction, in 12 years. Sixteen of her books are in 3 series. Two are traditionally published,
several others by small presses. She also has graphic novels. Most of her publications used indie
publishers. She works on three projects a year: 1 novel, short stories, and something experimental
(e.g., a coloring book, cookbook); she does not write for rapid release. Her income is 80/20 indie/trad,
75% fiction, so she is marketing primarily to fiction readers.
Terminology:
Reach (impression): number of people who see it
Engagement: interaction, such as a “like”
CTA (call to action): anything that moves eyeballs (e.g., clicking a “buy” link, subscribing)
Outpost: a place that drives traffic to a website but does not actively engage someone (e.g., her
interactions on Pinterest)
Data: demographics and analytics, can be aggregated from others or from a platform regarding a
specific audience (e.g. Facebook)
Her author philosophy is that what she does online or in a newsletter is not for herself, but for the
readers. It is a way to establish a connection – to turn readers into fans, who will read whatever she
writes. She uses social media for her fans, to control the sense of intimacy. It is also a funnel system.
She can answer comments, but it is a link to her blog/website/newsletter sign-ups. The newsletter is
used to stay in her readers’ heads between books, so she won’t be forgotten. However, quality is more
important than quantity.
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Rule #1: Don’t be boring. Authors are entertainers. Gail believes in smart goals for her money; she is
losing money if not writing. She doesn’t believe in paying money without a smart goal. (SMART =
specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, time-based) Things every writer should have, using the
acronym WANT:
W = website
A = Amazon Author Central – list books, bio; use KDP “search inside” your book feature; get
demographics of where your books sell (and focus your outreach, book signings, etc. there).
N = newsletter
T = two social media platforms (Facebook + ?); use them to direct traffic to your website and
newsletter.
Your website needs to have 6 components: your book(s), bio, press kit, contact information, newsletter
sign-up, optimization for mobile devices. Facebook approximates the “romance” demographic, i.e.
mostly women 30-60 years old. Spend regular time on your social media platforms. You may find
superfans that can help with your sites and discussions. Consider paying an assistant for in-person and/
or virtual work 2 hours/day to 20 hours/week.
Try various things and see what works. Get newsletters from authors whose stuff you read. Know their
brand. Find what engages you in their newsletters; analyze what doesn’t. (Why not?) You can survey
your followers and ask what they like, get titles for articles. A survey can be a way of getting people to
sign up (get email or contact information). See which platforms or ideas bring people to your website.
Newsletters can provide you with an exclusive list of fans, allow you to give away free books, reach
readers who don’t use social media, and have a warm audience (no trolls). However, a newsletter is
time consuming; it should be a monthly writing project. It can be expensive. Original content is
important. You may need to find and learn a distribution platform (e.g., Mail Chimp). You don’t want
people who are only looking for free stuff. You should treat your fans like members of an elite club.
Pick a name for your newsletter. (Hers is the name of a gossipy newspaper in one of her books.) If you
have in-person events, take along a paper sign-up sheet for people to use while waiting in line. Your
newsletter sign up should also be on your website, blog posts, any Q&A sites, all of your bios, and as a
Facebook sign-up button. You can offer your fans something that ties into your writing: an epiloguestyle short story, a deleted scene, a digital world map or house schematic, a recipe or DIY (do-ityourself) project, a themed goodie box. You could have sign- ups for a goodie box raffle annually.
Include a signed copy of a book, swag, other items relevant to the book or topic. Other “bait” to draw
people in can include polling fans for spinning off a character into a new book, polls on Twitter or
Facebook, surveys on what to give away next time. You can poll on Twitter and have results posted on
Facebook, announcements on your blogspot, finalists or list of goodies in the newsletter…
Gail Carriger writes comedies of manners mixed with steampunk and urban fantasy (plus sexy queer
joy as G.L. Carriger). Her books include the Parasol Protectorate, Custard Protocol, Tinkered Stars, and
San Andreas Shifter series for adults, and the Finishing School series for young adults. Her non-fiction
book is The Heroine’s Journey: For Writers, Readers, and Fans of Pop Culture. She is published in many
languages, has over a million books in print, over a dozen New York Times and USA Today bestsellers,
and starred reviews in Publishers Weekly, Booklist, Kirkus, and Romantic Times.
Her debut novel, Soulless, made Audible’s Best list, was a Publishers Weekly Best Book, and IndieBound
Notable, and Locus Recommended Read. She has received the ALA’s Alex Award, the Prix Julia
Verlanger, and Elbakin Award, the Steampunk Chronicle’s Reader’s Choice Award, and a Starburner
Award. She was once an archaeologist and is fond of shoes, cephalopods, and tea. She has many
resources available for writers on her website. Learn more about Gail at: www.gailcarriger.com.
Find Sacramento Suburban Writers events on MeetUp.
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North State Writers - Chico
Monday, June 21, 2021 – 6 p.m. – Chico Veterans’ Hall
“Emo-Crafting: The Secret to Outstanding Writing”
By Marcia Ehinger
Our sister CWC branch, the North State Writers in
Chico and Paradise, celebrated the (mostly) inperson return to meetings in the Veterans’ Hall with
a virtual presentation by Nora Profit, owner of the
Writing Loft in Paradise for nearly twenty years.
Nora’s home burned to the ground in the Camp Fire.
She had an extensive collection of typewriters and
quite a few cast iron pans. Nothing survived the fire
except Nora, her husband, their car, her laptop, and
a spoon. She joined the meeting from a trailer in
Washington state.
Nora’s talk was cut short due to technical difficulties,
but not before she was able to chat with her former
neighbors and fellow writers, and offer some words of
advice. She reminded us that reading is an interactive activity. If the reader
can't emotionally participate, then the story is dead. Great writing starts and ends with
what she calls Emo-Crafting -- the writer’s ability to use words and sentences to create
emotional responses so dramatic that the reader lives in his/her imagination and
elevates your characters into real people. She feels that the emotional impact of the
story is what drives the sales of a book, and reader interest becomes word of mouth.
You know that you have created an emotional impact when the reader hates to leave
your story. (“Just one more chapter…”)
Nora says that writers have been trained to believe that they merely need to record a
picture on paper of the images in their heads. However, your readers don’t want
information; they need to transcend the black and white on the page. The writer should
be manipulating how the reader thinks and feels. Word choices, the rhythm of the
sentences, and the ability to hint are crucial. The story should be separated into
scenes, and descriptions should not be overt. Use as few adverbs (-ly words) and
adjectives as possible. Instead of “really big feet”, a character could have “feet the size
of shoeboxes”. A woman with beautiful blonde hair could be described as having “hair
the color of autumn leaves”. A clever way to talk about lying is “We weave clever
falsehoods to preserve small shreds of dignity.”
You can imply that something has happened, as in the classic six-word story: For sale.
Baby shoes. Never worn. You can also build rhythm with short phrases, without
describing a scene directly. One example, of a woman describing her busy evening,
could be, “I had to wash the dishes, scrub the kitchen floor, bathe the children, put
them to bed.” In To Kill a Mockingbird, a similar set of phrases describes Scout’s
environment: “There was no hurry, nowhere to go, nothing to buy, no money to buy it
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with – nothing outside Macon County.” Instead of telling the reader the year, you could
say that we learned, “We have nothing to fear but fear itself.” (FDR 1933)
All this is essential to create an emotional connection with the reader throughout your
entire book. Emotional connection is the secret to great and memorable writing.
About Nora and The Writing Loft
Northern California’s only creative writing school, founded by Nora in 2001, The
Writing Loft is a unique writing school with a practical approach to skill and craft that is
easy to internalize and easier to implement. It is a place where she is changing the
way would-be writers consider their artistic abilities, the craft of writing and the
business of being an author. The Writing Loft’s programs are designed to take students
past mere theory to what really works, and do it with the end goal of getting every
student writing well enough to produce publishable work. The Writing Loft’s newest
program, Resolute Writers, is designed to fashion outstanding successful writers.
Nora Profit is an award-winning journalist, feature writer, columnist, editor and
author. She is a co-author in Chicken Soup for the Writer’s Soul and Chicken Soup:
Living Your Dreams. Her own books include 10 Glaring Mistakes Amateur Writers Make
and How to Avoid Them, The Ultimate Novel Writing Workbook and numerous how-to
booklets on the craft of writing. Nora graduated with honors from San Jose State
University with a degree in Journalism. Her broad experience in the world of writing
includes everything from books, articles, corporate newsletters, and short stories to
newspaper columns and celebrity interviews.
www.TheWritingLoft.com
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CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership
FY 2020-2021
Officers
Interim President: Kimberly A. Edwards
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net
First Vice-President/Programs: Gloria Pierrot-Dyer
qquill76@gmail.com
Second Vice-President/Membership: Jenifer Rowe
jenifererowe@gmail.com
Secretary: John Patterson
2johnpatterson@gmail.com
Treasurer: Karen Terhune
koyotesky@gmail.com
Board of Directors
Linda Champion, Outreach
championwritingcreations@comcast.net
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor
mehinger@comcast.net
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster
Gloria Pierrot-Dyer (First VP, Programs)
John Patterson, Critique Groups and Beta Readers Coordinator
Mark Heckey, E-blast coordinator
mheckey@comcast.net
Consultants to the Board
Larry Mandelberg, Writers’ Mastermind Facilitator
larry@mandelberg.biz
Club Positions
Ray & Maryann Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator
Michel Lynn Inaba, First Friday Program Coordinator
inabaml@gmail.com
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